And here, virgins don’t die

An eye-witness account of the torture and massacres in the Islamic Republic’s prisons, by Shahrzad

We heard the guard making a noise. He was bringing food. He opened the hatch and turned on the lights [1]. Through the opening a large head with dishevelled hair poked inside. He first stared at everyone of us. He then opened the door a little and sent in two bowls of food and a package. Lunch was a meatless stew with rice. The package was for me. Soraya had sent me some clothes, two shirts, one pair of trousers and a toothbrush. I immediately changed and breathed a sigh of relief [2].

I had scratched so much, my skin was split in many places. During meals or sleeping, the itching did not leave me for a minute. The cell was infested with lice. The girls were infected with female ailments and fungal skin diseases. Lack of light, absence of sunshine and living in a cell without any air current had left a severe and debilitating effect on our body and soul. Joint pains were universal.

Parvaneh and Mojdeh

Simin [3] used the fleeting opportunity of light and said:

“This is Nasrin. [4] do you see her eyes, it is like grass. Reminds you of the jungles in the north. But she is a southerner.”

Nasrin gave me a beautiful wink and said nothing. Simin laughed and said:

“Parvaneh [5] is also a southerner. See her dark skin and hair like a raven’s wings.” Parvaneh came over to me and we kissed.

We heard the noise of Sadeghi the guard from other corridors. Guard Sadeghi was a buffoon. When he brought food he would loudly scan the cell first with his eyes before opening the door. The guards in the basement consisted of: Pasdars Sadeghi, Abbasi, Fallahi, Abuzar, and two others who would appear from time to time. All the Pasdars were illiterate and from villages around Isfahan. The strong and firmly held motive for all of them was to get to heaven by killing revolutionary forces and the opponents of the regime. Women guards never ventured into the basement. If there was an important task, guard Sedigeh, who was in charge of the cell block, would come down.

Guard Sadeghi had brought the food. As usual he was eating too. He left the food and but soon came back. He opened the hatch and with food spurring out of his mouth said:

“See, I nearly forgot. Parvaneh and Mojdeh, come for interrogation. God willing they will be back for lunch. Don’t eat their share, do you hear”.

Parvaneh and Mojdeh [6] were preparing to leave when guard Sadeghi shouted: “hurry up! Do you thing I am your servant (kolfat — servant girl)? I have been waiting for an hour.”

Simin went by the door and said:

“Pasdar Sadeghi, how many times have I told you, you are not a servant — as you are a man. If you were to serve or something you are a man-servant (nowkar). Of course not our nowkar, but that of your master”.

Guard Sadeghi said nothing and took Mojdeh and Parvaneh with him.

The next day, before breakfast, Mojdeh and Parvaneh were returned to the cell, weak and with wounded feet. Mojdeh’s ears were full of blood. She bound a handkerchief over her eyes and slept. We joined our hands in a circle to receive the wounded body of Parvaneh. She let herself down unto this circle and said:

“Girls, we were smeared in spittle again (sexually assaulted)” [7] and then roared with anger “I spit on this regime!”

She was intensely upset. She shook from anger. With fists clenched she spoke rapidly. It was as if she was not just addressing us — joined by the same chains and pains — but the whole of humanity. I took her clenched fists in my hands and kissed them. My whole existence could be condensed in that kiss. She pulled her clenched fists from my hands and wiped away her tears. She then gave them back to me and said:

They took us to the room of Haji Agha Rahmani, the prison governor. The interrogator was there. When the guard closed the door the interrogator shouted:

“Face the wall you imbeciles!”

We were standing by each other. The interrogator came over and took hold of my arm and took me to the other side of the room. He then began pacing between us two, swearing, cursing. He then stood next to Mojdeh and asked:

“Now, what decision have you reached?”

“About what?”

“You Mojdeh have an insolent tongue. You are also without emotion. Have you no pity on your parents who day and night outside the prison are breathing dust and being pounded by the sun. And here you are having a good time with Parvaneh and the other murderers”.

“You are the murderer. They are revolutionary.”

“You call yourself revolutionary but oppose the revolution”.

I, who had been silent until then said:

“there is no revolution left now. The revolution buried itself and its children.”

“You shut up!”

“It is you who should shut up. You have also no right to insult”.

“We don’t have gratuitous bread
to give the counter-revolution. Be quick and settle your account to the system of Allah. God will accept repentance.”

Mojdeh answered:

“Our position is clear. It is the regime that has to make up its mind about us.”

This angered the interrogator and while he was beating Mojdeh with all his might kept on repeating:

“Will you repent or not? Will you repent or not?”

“I have done nothing to repent. It is you who should repent, you and Khomeini and the rest of you”.

The interrogator was pounding Mojdeh with his fist on the face and head. I shouted:

“You have no right to hit her!”

He came towards me. He beat me so much that I could no longer speak. Then he sent us to the torture room. We were both tortured, and then we were both raped.

Parvaneh spoke and wept. In the last minutes her tears had become agitated and more intense.

Smeared in spit (sexual assault)

From my enquiries from other prisoners as well, rape took place in three ways.

1. They would take a woman who was resisting into a dark cell for interrogation. She would be kept blindfolded facing the wall. Two interrogators would fire questions at her. If the women continued to resist, the two would stand in opposite sides and pass the prisoner with karate-like movements from one to the other. The prisoner will try to shield her body with her hands, so that the more sensitive parts of her body would be safe from their savageinger.

They would then bind her hands behind. She would then bend her legs forward like a bird whose wings are tied behind and is using its beak, that is precisely the posture the revolutionary woman takes on. One interrogator would then take her bound hands from behind and throw her to the other. The one opposite buries his bloody claws into her body, and clenching his teeth with utmost savagery and lust throws the prisoner back to the other. And in order to speed up her capitulation, beats her with his fists. This goes on without the prisoner falling to the floor. It is then that the higher rank has priority over this trophy of war [8].

2. A prisoner is lying in her cell dark cell. The sound of an iron gate above is heard in the basement. Prisoners, everyone in their own way, prepare for a new incident. They all recognize footsteps and know that this person who is approaching with measured steps is not a guard. The interrogator descends quietly, using a torch, two bowls of blood visible through the black mask of his face. He opens the door. The prisoner who was lying sits up. He enters the cell. Closes the door. Shines the torch in the prisoner’s face. Her eyes smart, the light is directly in her eyes. Which ever way she turns the torch follows her. She holds her hand in front of the light and protests.

The interrogator says: “Are you ready to speak to other prisoners in the prison exercise hall tomorrow?”

The prisoner: “No.”

Interrogator: “Are you ready to cooperate with the prison?”

Prisoner: “No”.

Interrogator: “Are you still anti-Imam and against the system of Allah?”

Prisoner: “Yes”.

Interrogator: “You deserve to die”

Prisoner: “Death on the road to freedom is life”

The interrogator kicks the prisoner’s legs hard with his boots. His boots are bigger than usual. The prisoner changes her position and protesting says: “you have no right to beat me. You have no right to enter my cell in the middle of the night. I will complain at this”.

The interrogator laughs: “complain to whom?”

Prisoner: “Yes” that is true”.

The interrogator brings out a carpet knife in front of the torch-light and says: “you are fighting the system of Allah, yeah? You want to make a stew with the meat of an ant?”

The interrogator kneels in front of the prisoner: “Your only escape from justice is to repent. Repent. Only as a Muslim can you leave the prison and these cellars. First you must write down the name of everyone you know. Second you must accuse your husband of treason. Third you must be prepared to co-operate with the prison office, pray and speak to prisoners about Islam.”

The prisoner says: “I will never”.

The interrogator pulls the carpet knife on her clothes. Cuts open her clothes and starts to beat her. The prisoner shouts such slogans as death to Khomeini. This angers the interrogator more. Seals her mouth and says: “I will do something that would make you regret you are a woman”.

The prisoner is raped. The interrogator cuts her breasts with the blade saying: “so that Islamic justice will always make your body shiver. That is if I don’t kill you first”.

3. The resisting prisoner is brought into a dark room and immediately bound, gagged and blindfolded. Then they release their complexes by beating, using filthy swear words and raping her. They threaten her with death and keep her in their cell for a long time.

Mojdeh goes

Next morning guard Sadeghi opened the hatch. He poked his head inside and shouted:

“Mojdeh you have interrogation.”

But Mojdeh’s ears hurt so. She could not hear. The girls had to draw her attention. Mojdeh answered she does not feel well and could not go. The guard left and after a while guard Sedighi, in charge of the block, came. The guard opened the door a little and said: “Mojdeh, get up and come to the door. You don’t have to go out.” Mojdeh got up with difficulty. She was swaying from the intense pain in her feet. She got herself to the door.

“What is it guard?”

Guard Sedighi opened the door wide and grabbing her, pulled her cut and slammed the door shut. She was dragged away screaming: “girls, they are taking me. Shame on Khomeini. Shame on the regime!”

There was noise of a struggle in
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